A Framework for Development of Iowa Pavement Analysis Technique
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Many state transportation and local road agencies are required to develop performance-based approaches based on The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) Federal Transportation Legislation. One of the performance-based approaches to facilitate pavement management decision-making process is use of remaining service life (RSL) models. As part of on-going Iowa Highway Research Board project entitled “Development of Iowa Pavement Analysis Technique”, this study presents a detailed framework for the development of pavement performance and RSL prediction models for Iowa pavement systems. To develop such RSL models, pavement performance models for both project and network-level analysis were initially developed. While statistically (or mathematically) defined pavement performance models were found to be accurate in predicting pavement performance at project level, artificial intelligence (AI) based pavement performance models were found to be successful in predicting pavement performance in network level analysis. Network level pavement performance models using both statistical and AI based approaches were also developed to evaluate the relative success of these two models for network-level pavement-performance modeling. As part of this study, in development of pavement RSL prediction models for three pavement types, automation tools for future pavement performance predictions were developed and used along with Federal Highway Agency (FHWA)-specified threshold limits for various pavement performance indicators. These RSL models will help engineers in both network and project level decision-making processes and for different types of pavement-management business decisions.
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